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Abstract—Computing single-source shortest paths
(SSSP) is one of the fundamental problems in graph
theory. There are many applications of SSSP including
finding routes in GPS systems and finding high cen-
trality vertices for effective vaccination. In this paper,
we focus on calculating SSSP on big dynamic graphs,
which change with time. We propose a novel distributed
computing approach, SSSPIncJoint, to update SSSP
on big dynamic graphs using GraphX. Our approach
considerably speeds up the recomputation of the SSSP
tree by reducing the number of map-reduce operations
required for implementing SSSP in the gather-apply-
scatter programming model used by GraphX.

Keywords-Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Map-
Reduce, Apache Spark, Big Dynamic Graphs

I. INTRODUCTION

Discovering the single-source shortest path (SSSP)
tree is a classical graph theory problem with many
real-world applications such as finding routes in maps
and social network analysis. However, many graphs
evolve over time, which necessitates the recomputation
of the SSSP tree. For very large dynamic graphs,
this recomputation requires significant resources and
is time consuming, thus motivating the development
of new algorithms that can quickly recover the updated
SSSP tree without recomputing it from scratch.

This problem is exacerbated when graphs are so
large that they do not fit in the memory of a single
machine. In these cases, the graphs are analyzed using
scalable parallel approaches that can use distributed
memory and out-of-core processing. An example of

such distributed memory software is GraphX [7],
which has been developed on top of Apache Spark.
GraphX enjoys the fault-tolerance and distributed com-
puting provided by the data-parallel environment of
Apache Spark. Apache Spark supports map-reduce
(MR) operations over immutable distributed data struc-
tures called resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [19],
which requires the algorithms such as SSSP to be
defined as a set of (expensive) MR operations over
RDD representation of graphs. However, GraphX does
not come with built-in support for dynamic graphs;
instead, we can apply batch updates by mapping the
current snapshot of a graph to the next snapshot.

We can re-execute the SSSP algorithm on the new
snapshot to obtain the new SSSP tree. However,
reusing the computation from the previous snapshot
may save significant execution time, especially for very
large graphs. Reducing the execution time is even more
critical when expensive computing services are being
used for parallel processing.

In this paper, we explore an algorithmic approach
toward reusing the computation from previous snapshot
in order to compute the SSSP tree for the current
snapshot. Specifically, we introduce SSSPIncJoint, a
new parallel incremental SSSP algorithm, which re-
covers the SSSP tree over a series of graph snapshots
that represent a dynamic graph. Our key contribution
is this new algorithm, which reduces high-overhead
data-parallel operations by tracking the changes among
snapshots that affect the SSSP tree.

We experimentally show that SSSPIncJoint is more



efficient (up to 2.2x speedup) than recomputing the
SSSP for every snapshot of large dynamic graphs.

II. STATIC SSSP ON SPARK

To enable computations on large graphs that do not
fit in a single machine’s memory, GraphX provides a
vertex-centric gather-apply-scatter (GAS) distributed-
memory parallel programming model (first introduced
by Pregel [12]). In a GAS model, an algorithm is
developed from a vertex point of view, and in general
includes three different steps: (i) gathering messages
from its neighboring vertices, (ii) updating its state,
and (iii) generating messages for its neighbors. GraphX
iteratively executes these steps, and each iteration
of these steps is called a superstep. GraphX stores
a graph as two RDDs, one for edges and another
for vertices. It also provides triplets view as a joint
representation of an edge attribute and the attributes on
its incident vertices. As it provided by the name view,
the triplets are dynamically constructed by shipping
vertex attributes to the computation nodes where the
corresponding edge partitions are located. This makes
MR operations on triplets more expensive than MR
operations on edge or vertex RDDs.

Each superstep of a GAS model can viewed as a
set of MR operations over the triplet, edge and vertex
RDDs. To gather the messages for each vertex, each
triplet is mapped to messages using a sendMessage
function that has access to edge and vertex attributes
of its source and destination vertices, and then a
reduceMessage function combines the messages to
generate an RDD containing pairs of vertex ID and
message data. To apply the messages, a new vertex
RDD for the vertices that received any message is
constructed by joining the existing vertex RDD and the
new message RDD, and then the old vertex attributes
and the message data are mapped to new vertex at-
tributes using a vertexProgram function. Finally the
graph’s vertex RDD is updated by joining the new
vertex RDD with the existing one to make sure that
the vertex partitioning remains the same, otherwise,
constructing the triplet view becomes very expensive
for the next round.

III. DYNAMIC SSSP ON SPARK

Dynamic graphs can be viewed as a series of graph
snapshots that evolve over time, where each snapshot

is constructed by applying an update batch to its pre-
decessor snapshot. In our setting, we assume that the
update batches are queued until the computation on the
current snapshot is completed. GraphX does not have
built-in support for dynamic graphs since it depends
on immutable RDDs for graph representation.1

An updated graph can be constructed by mapping
the old edge RDD to the new one to reflect the new
changes (edge insertion and deletion) and constructing
a new graph using the new edge RDDs. A simple
approach for computing SSSP over dynamic graphs is
to re-run SSSP for each snapshot separately. However,
the main goal is to expedite the repetitious computation
on dynamic graphs by reusing the state of vertices in
the current snapshot as much as possible, so we have
to transfer the old vertex attributes to the new graph
using the join operations over RDDs.

Reusing computation for GAS is introduced by
GraphInc [4], which memoizes received messages and
vertex states from all supersteps. In each superstep,
a vertex participates in GAS if its current state is
different from the memoized state for the same su-
perstep on the previous snapshot. A vertex runs the
vertexProgram using the received messages and also
using the memoized messages from its neighbors that
have participated in the same superstep of the previous
snapshot, but not in the current snapshot. Therefore,
GraphInc runs SSSP for the new snapshot for the same
number of supersteps, but with fewer messages in each
superstep as shown in Figure1.c.

A naive implementation of GraphInc on top of
GraphX suffers from two problems: first, it does not
reduce the number of supersteps, which are executed
using expensive join operations over large RDDs, and
second, in an MR framework such as GraphX, we
have to store the memoized information as the vertex
attributes and frequently ship them across different
computation nodes (workers in Spark), which makes
memoization impractical for large networks, especially
for the social networks with power-law degree distri-
butions. In order to scale to large social networks, the
size of vertex attributes must not depend on the degree
of vertices, which motivates using fixed-size attributes
such as tuples. An example of variable-size attributes

1IndexedRDD [1] was introduced to expedite modifying a graph,
however, it is not officially supported by GraphX due to fault-
tolerance issues. Therefore, we focused on constructing dynamic
graphs merely using the functionality provided by GraphX.



Figure1. a)Theoriginalgraph,weightsnotshownforreadability.b)TheSSSPBasealgorithmbasedonGASmodel.Thegraynodes
indicatetheverticesthatparticipateinasuperstep.Theredarrowsisthemessageslabeledwithshortestpaths.c)TheGraphIncexecution
afteraddinganedgebetweenverticesCandD.Thedottededgesshowsthememoizedmessagesthathavebeensaved.

wouldbeifeachvertexkeepsthedistancetosource
ofallitsneighbors. Weonlystorethedistanceto
source,theparentofeachvertex,andanextraflagfor
capturingtheaffectedverticesduetoabatchupdate.

IncontrasttoGraphInc,ourmemoizedstatedoes
notprovideenoughinformationtorecomputethestate
ofvertices,thusrequiringmessagepropagationtotake
place.However,wecanlimitthenumberofrequired
messagesbyconsideringthedetailsoftheSSSPalgo-
rithm.

Anupdatebatchincludesasetofedgeinsertionsand
deletions.2Insertingordeletingedgesdirectlyaffects
thetargetverticesoftheedges(immediateaffected)or
indirectlyaffectsthedescendantsofthetargetvertices
(causalaffected). Wecallavertexinsert-affectedor
delete-affectedifitisaffected(immediateorcausal)
byedgeinsertionordeletion,respectively.

Iftheupdatebatchonlyincludesedgeinsertions,
thestatesofaffectedvertices(bothimmediateor
causal)convergetothecorrectstatesifwecontinue
runningtheSSSPalgorithm.Thishappensbecause
edgeinsertioncanonlyshortenthedistanceofavertex
tothesource,andavertexgeneratesamessagefor
itsneighboronlyifitcanreducethedistance-to-
source(DTS)ofthetargetvertex,otherwisethevertex
doesnotparticipateinthesuperstep.Therefore,the
neighborsofinsert-affectedverticeswillparticipatein
themessagepassinginordertoadjustthestateof
theinsert-affectedvertices.Thisupdatepropagatesto
adjusttheDTSofallinsert-affectedvertices.

2Forsimplicity,weonlydiscussedgeinsertionanddeletion,but
thesamereasoningappliesforweightdecreaseandincrease.

Thesituationforedgedeletionismorecomplicated
becausedeletinganedgemayincreasetheDTSof
affectedvertices,andinturn,theneighborsofdelete-
affectedverticesmaynotparticipateinmessagepass-
ingbecausetheDTSofdelete-affectedverticesisat
leastaslargeastheirDTSbeforetheedgedeletion
happening.

Ifanupdatebatchcontainsanyedgedeletion,the
SSSPalgorithm maynotcorrectthedelete-affected
vertices,sowehavetomarkorinvalidatethemto
makesurethatwecancorrecttheirstatesusingthe
SSSPalgorithm.This markingphase(invalidation)
startswiththeimmediatedelete-affectedverticesand
propagatestotheirdescendantsintheSSSPtreeus-
ingtheGASmodel.Therefore,ineachsuperstepof
theinvalidationphase,eachmarkedvertexgenerates
messagesforitschildrenintheSSSPtree.Ifavertex
receivesamessage,itchangesitsstatustomarked.
Afterconvergence,allthedelete-affectedverticesare
marked.

Bysettingthestateofthemarkedverticesto∞,we
canmakesuretheSSSPdoesconvergetothecorrect
values.Therefore,aftertheinvalidationphase,wecan
relyontheSSSPalgorithmasacorrectionphaseto
adjustthestateofallaffectedvertices(insert-affected
anddelete-affected).

Thesetwosteps(invalidationandcorrection)com-
priseourvanillaSSSPIncAlgorithm1,whichexactly
computestheSSSPtreefordynamicgraphs.However,
theinvalidationphaseisalsoexpensivesinceitrequires
joinoperationsoverlargeRDDstopropagatethemarks
toalldelete-affectedvertices,andexperimentallywe
observethattheinvalidationphasemaytakeaslongas



the correction phase (that considers all delete-affected
and insert-affected vertices). Therefore, we introduce
two variations of the basic SSSPInc: SSSPIncApprox
and SSSPIncJoint in order to reduce the required time
for recomputing SSSP for large dynamic graphs.

Algorithm 1 High-level SSSPInc
Run SSSP on the primary graph.
for each update batch do

Invalidate all delete-affected vertices.
Apply the update batch.
Adjust the state of vertices.

Algorithm 2 High-level SSSPIncApprox
Run SSSP on the primary graph.
for each update batch do

Invalidate the immediate delete-affected vertices.
Apply the update batch.
Adjust the state of vertices.

IV. SSSPINCJOINT

The invalidation propagation phase of SSSPInc is
extremely expensive because it requires multiple MR
and join operations over very large RDDs in order
to pass few messages (with respect to the size of
the graph). The number of required supersteps for
the invalidation phase depends on the position of
immediate delete-affected vertices in the SSSP tree.
Therefore, SSSPInc may have even more supersteps
than running the SSSP algorithm from scratch on the
current snapshot.

To expedite the message propagation for the invali-
dation phase, one can prune the graph to only the SSSP
tree, which significantly reduces the size of the edge
RDD. But we should also note that pruning requires
an MR operation over triplets. The overhead cost of
pruning may be amortized over message propagation
steps, but in our setting we didn’t find it useful.

An alternative approach is to ignore the incorrect
state of causal delete-affected vertices. In that case, the
DTS of the causal delete-affected vertices is only an
approximation of the true value. We call this approach
SSSPIncApprox, and is described in Algorithm 2.

To achieve the same efficiency as SSSPIncApprox,
but with more accurate DTS values, we try to run the

invalidation and correction phase jointly. Although the
joint execution may result in inexact values, we can
guarantee that if it converges, it would be to the exact
values. We revisit the convergence assumption after
describing the algorithm.

To jointly execute the invalidation and correction, we
must make sure that the correction does not truncate
the invalidation phase. We first mark all the immediate
delete-affected vertices. In each superstep, a marked
vertex sends marking messages to its children in the
current SSSP tree. To make sure that a delete-affected
vertex at least remains marked for one superstep, the
neighbors of a marked vertex do not send any DTS
value for the marked vertex. Therefore, if a vertex is
marked it can propagate the mark to its children in one
superstep. After propagating the mark, the vertex clears
itself and sets its DTS value to ∞, then removes its
parent in the tree. This happens in the vertexProgram.
Therefore, in the next supersteps, its neighbors start
sending their DTS to the already cleared vertex. To
avoid loops, a vertex never sends DTS to its current
parent in the SSSP tree, however, longer cycles are still
possible but less likely. Algorithm 3 shows the GAS
model for SSSPIncJoint.

Proposition: SSSPIncJoint converges to the exact
single-source shortest path value or never converges.

Proof. Suppose that the edge euv is removed and
also suppose that there exists an edge eyv such that
y belongs to the subtree rooted at v. Based on these
assumptions, there exists a cycle including v and y. Let
z be any vertex in this cycle, including u and v, with
an edge exz such that x belongs to the subtree rooted
at the source of the original SSSP tree. Note that if the
latter condition is not met, the graph is not strongly
connected after removing edge euv. In SSSPIncJoint,
v is marked, and y sends y.distance + eyv.weight
to v and becomes the parent of v. However, y is
also a descendant of v, so it will receive the mark
token and a new DTS value from its parent based
on the DTS of vertex v, and since node y is the
parent of v, it passes the mark token to v and the
new DTS value. This cycle monotonically increases
the DTS values of vertices in the cycle. Therefore,
eventually x.distance+ exz.weight < z.distance, so
z changes its parent to x and breaks the cycle. And
after another round of message passing in the cycle, all
DTS values become exact. If there is no such vertex x



(i.e. the graph is not strongly connected after removing
the edges), then DTS values of vertices in the cycle
increase infinitely, and the algorithm never converges.

Algorithm 3 SSSPIncJoint
//s: Source vertex for the SSSP algorithm
//euv : edge from u to v.
//msg: (source, distance, mark)
//vertex attributes: (isMarked, distance, parent)
//u→ v : msg means u generates msg for v
procedure SENDMESSASGE(euv)

if u.isMarked then
if v.isMarked then

No message
else if v.parent = u then //v is a child of u

u→ v: (u, ∞, true)
else

No message
else if v.isMarked then

if u.parent 6= v then //v is not the parent of u
u→ v: (u, euv .weight + u.distance, false)

else
No message

else if euv .weight + u.distance < v.distance then
u→ v: (u, euv .weight + u.distance, false)

else
No message

procedure MERGEMESSAGES(a, b)
mark ← a.mark or b.mark
if a.distance < b.distance then

(a.source, a.distance, mark)
else

(b.source, b.distance, mark)
procedure VERTEXPROGRAM(u, msg)

if u = s then
(false, 0.0, s)

else
if msg.mark then

(true, ∞, ∞)
else if u.distance > msg.distance then

(false, msg.distance, msg.source)
else

(false, u.distance, u.source)

V. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the performance of SSSPInc, SSSPIn-
cApprox, and SSSPIncJoint on three very large real-
world social network graphs: Friendster, Twitter-MPI,

and Twitter3. We also run our experiments on a very
large syntactic random graph generated by R-MAT:
with parameters: a=0.55, b=0.15, c=0.15, d=0.15. Ta-
ble I shows the characteristics of these datasets.

We assume that a primary graph and an update batch
in the form of edge events (insert or delete) are given
as input. To construct a primary graph and update batch
from a static graph, we randomly select an α fraction
of edges of the static graph without replacement. β per-
cent of events are edge deletion, and the rest are edge
insertion. A primary graph is formed by removing the
edges corresponding to insertion events from the static
graph. The number of edge insertions and deletions for
each update batch is shown in Table II.

Inserting an edge may introduce a new vertex if
the source or destination vertices are not in the graph.
Therefore, we remove standalone vertices appearing as
a result of edge removal from the static graph; they will
be added to the graph as new vertices when we add
the edges back.

Table I
VERTICES AND EDGES OF THE REAL-WORLD AND SYNTHETIC

GRAPHS IN OUR TEST SUITE.

Name Num. of Vertices Num. of Edges Type

RMAT 339,201,984 4,252,445,904 Directed
Friendster 68,349,466 2,586,147,869 Directed
Twitter-MPI 52,579,682 1,963,263,821 Directed
Twitter 41,637,597 1,453,833,084 Directed

The baseline is to re-run the SSSP algorithm for
each snapshot without considering the dynamic nature
of the graph. We call this method SSSPBase.

We use the vertex with the highest degree as the
source for the SSSP algorithm. All algorithms are im-
plemented using the GraphX library of Apache Spark
v. 2.3. For GraphX, we use ten Spark workers on a
cluster with ten dual Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 processors.
Each worker has access to 20 cores (for a total of 200
cores) and 120GB of memory (total 1.2TB memory).

We do not use GraphInc in our comparison because
by using the suggested memoization, we have to store
all messages in attributes of vertices. This would dra-
matically increase the size of vertex attributes, making
shipping the vertices to the computation nodes very

3These graphs are the three largest graphs available on the
Konnect graph repository: http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/



Table II
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF UPDATE BATCHES FOR DIFFERENT GRAPHS.

α = 0.1%, β = 1% α = 0.1%, β = 10% α = 1%, β = 1%
Insert Delete Insert Delete Insert Delete

RMAT 4,250,418 42,647 3,867,390 429,833 42,521,392 429,474
Friendster 2,559,344 25,949 2,327,102 258,373 25,592,403 258,992
Twitter-MPI 1,941,750 19,856 1,764,937 196,681 19,444,189 196,481
Twitter 1,453,304 14,796 1,321,018 146,888 14,532,098 147,270

costly. Moreover, the number of messages depends on
the degree of vertices, thus for social network graphs
with power-law degree distributions, some of vertices
have to store prohibitively large number of messages.

A. Results and Discussion

We report the execution time of SSSPBase, SSSPInc,
SSSPIncApprox, and SSSPIncJoint for our three dif-
ferent update batches in Figure 2. The execution time
depends on the number of supersteps, as well as the
size of the graph (number of edges and vertices),
which determines execution time of each superstep.
Figure 3 shows the number of supersteps of different
algorithms for batch α = 0.1%, β = 1%. Comparing
to the same execution time for the same batch in
Figure 2, we conclude that the ranking of algorithms
with respect to the number supersteps is often the same
as their ranking with respect to the execution time. The
differences are explainable by the execution time of
each superstep, which also depends on the number of
active vertices participating in the message passing.

In general, SSSPInc is often slower than SSSPBase,
and the difference is significant when we increase
the number of edge deletions as in the batch α =
0.1%, β = 10%. This happens because the invalidation
phase is expensive since it needs to run several super-
steps. We also show the number of supersteps required
for the invalidation and correction phases, as well as
the execution time for each phase in Figure 4. The
reported numbers are for batch α = 0.1%β = 1%. The
execution time of invalidation phase is considerable
comparing to the execution time of the correction
phase.

SSSPIncApprox, which only has one step of in-
validation (for immediate delete-affected vertices), is
always better than SSSPInc by saving multiple su-
persteps of invalidation phase. SSPIncApprox is also
always better than SSSPBase. The one-step invalida-

tion of SSSPIncApprox has not been included in the
number of supersteps required for SSSPIncApprox.
We notice, from the execution of SSSPInc, that the
number of invalidated vertices is negligible compared
to the number of the vertices in the graph (less than
0.001% of vertices), which indicates that the accuracy
of shortest-path distance values found by SSSPIncAp-
prox is above 99.9% comparing to the exact SSSP.

SSSPIncJoint is always better or equivalent to
SSSPIncApprox and is always better than SSSPBase
and SSSPInc. SSSPIncJoint and SSSPIncApprox often
share the same number of supersteps, which suggests
that SSSPIncJoint successfully combines the correction
and invalidation phases.

As we mentioned earlier, SSSPIncJoint may not
converge if deleting the edges partitions the graph into
disconnected components, but SSSPIncJoint in all of
the experiments converges and finds the exact DTS for
all the vertices comparing to our SSSPBase.

Finally, to see how balanced the workload distribu-
tion over the workers is, we show the processing time
of each worker for batch α = 0.1%, β = 1% applied
to the Friendster graph in Figure 5. We find that the
workload is evenly distributed among the workers.

VI. RELATED WORK

GraphTau [11] proposes a paradigm of pause-shift-
resume, in which whenever a new batch of updates is
ready, GraphTau pauses the current computation and
updates the underlying graph and resume the compu-
tation with the previous state of the vertices. GraphTau
cannot guarantee the correctness of the computation.

Chronos [8] and ImmortalGraph [13] optimize GAS
operations across different snapshots. They suppose
accessing to all snapshots in advance and batch the op-
erations for each vertex/edge over different snapshots
and run batches in parallel using a locality-aware batch
scheduling. In the incremental setting, when given a set



Figure2. Theexecutiontime(inseconds)ofSSSPBase,SSSPInc,SSSPIncApprox,andSSSPIncJointfordifferentupdatebatches.

Figure3. TotalnumberofGASsuperstepsforrunningeach
algorithm.

ofgraphsnapshots,itprocessesthefirstsnapshotand
batchestheothersnapshotreusingthecomputationof
thefirstsnapshot.
Similarly,Tegra[10]operatesoverallsnapshots,
however,Tegradoesnotbatchallsnapshotstogether
butrunseveryGASroundoverallsnapshotsbefore
continuingwiththenextround,sosavetheredundant
computation.
BLADYG[2]isablock-centricframework,which
partitionthegraphintoblocksandassignseachblock
toaworker. Whenanewedgecomes,itupdates
thecorrespondingblockandthecorrespondingworker
maycommunicatetootherworkerstopropagatethe
update.
In[5]theyuseGraphIncwhichusesmemoization
andisnotscalableforlargenetworkswhichweusefor
ourexperiments.Amongotherrelatedpapers[18]and
[6]donotreportanyexperimentalscalabilityresults
andtheircodebaseisnotavailableforcomparison.
ThereareafewimplementationsofsequentialSSSP
ondynamicnetworkssuchasRamalingametal.[15],
Narvezetal.[14].Baueretal.[3]proposedSSSP
algorithmfordynamicnetworksusingbatchupdates.
Voraetal.[17]haveproposedanapproachthatuses

approximationwhilecalculatingSSSPonstreaming
graphs.Srinivasanetal.[16]recentlyproposedan
approachforfindingSSSPondynamicnetworks,how-
everitisbasedonshared-memoryparallelism.Ingole
etal.[9]haveproposedaGPUimplementationof
SSSPondynamicnetworks.

VII.CONCLUSION

Weintroduceanalgorithmicapproachtocompute
theSSSPtreefordynamicgraphsonGraphX.Ourap-
proach,SSSPIncJoint4,jointlyfindstheverticeswith
incorrectstateandcorrectstheirstates.SSSPIncJoint
iscomputationallymoreefficientthancomputingthe
SSSPfromscratchandalsomoreefficientthantwo-
phaseapproachesthatcompletefindingthevertices
withincorrectstatesbeforestartcorrectingtheirvalues.
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